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What is HoOD?

HoOD is an experiential stay company contributing
to the safety and future of travel. Adaptive in every
sense, our motto is to plug and play. Whether it's
jumping on a trend or steering clear from it, the
point is to live life adventure size.With carefully

curated escapades, custom made by travel junkies,
our travellers can be sure that what awaits them
will definitely take them by surprise. We strongly
believe that no two holidays should be the same.

So a staycation or even a "weekender" that will
engage you on a different level, is something that

you can definitely expect! 

Won't you join us in this travel revolution?

We’d like to list our experiences, but there’s a
possibility that the list won't end. Not to mention,
since we’re constantly reinventing the wheel with

travel, there’s a lot that’s actually unforeseen. 

To get you started, for stay, we’ve got unique semi
luxury getaways, camping or even glamping

refreshing experiences. 
For activities, we take our guests hiking, slack-

lining, ride horses, help them feed the farm flock,
plant saplings with their name by it and much

more raw stuff to do!
We are also open to collaborations for corporate,

school and college events & outings.



A revenue model that runs itself while you’re living in the city. With
our set up, you get to make the most of your holiday home you visit on
and off while living the city life. 

An automated booking system and tracker that ensures smooth
running with speedy updates on booking confirmations, cancellations
or even new travel trends.

Competitive pricing and commission models. Our strategic and smart
pricing will ensure you are ahead of your game in the industry. Not to
mention, smart discounts and offers that will come in by the dozen. 

Expertise in handling and managing various OTA (Online Travel
Agency) partners like Airbnb, bookings.com, Yatra, Agoda and Make
My Trip.

Listing on HoOD’s website - this way you can tap into our community
of well connected travellers. 

We create a revenue generation space when listing your property on
event based web pages as a venue to contribute to our revenue
model, hence ensuring that when you grow, we grow.

Additions and tweaks to your property to appeal to different target
audiences with various activities and plug-ins. If we see potential for a
plug in on your property, such as; slack-lining, we will make
recommendations and take care of execution. This will create an
effective and economical experience to go with your property. 

You get to be part of a future in the travel industry along with us.
Here is an industry that will have to re-invent itself to survive, post
pandemic. We believe that our company will stay ahead of the curve
with its attention to experiential stays and safety standards. So you're
safe “in the HoOD”. Hence we invite you to be part of the travel
community - a plethora of folks bursting with energy and opportunity.

What’s in it for you as The Property Owner?



To ensure you make the most of your bookings we will
take only 30% of the revenue generated. This way, you
get to take care of operational costs, OTA commission
and still make a good profit. 

Depending on the market situation we will revise prices
and apply discounts to attract traffic every quarterly or
even half yearly. 

You will have to bear the expenses of any plug-ins
(slack-line / hammock) added to your property. How
we’d like things done?Onsite property
employees.Cleanliness & sanitation is a top priority.The
property must have security and safety in place.All
employees of the property must have prior trained
knowledge to treat a guest well and also to cater to any
custom needs of a guest with utmost politeness. In case
these basic protocols aren’t met on a day to day basis, it
will hamper the scope of your business as well as ours!
So we request you to cooperate with us while building
and helping each other.

What we’d like on the table?

For example :- (figures are hypothetical)
Rs. 2000/-  = Price for a unit for a night = Revenue. 
Revenue is divided between: 
Property Owner (70%) = Rs. 1400/- & 
HoOD (30%) = Rs. 600/-



On-site property employees. 

Cleanliness & sanitation is a top priority.

The property must have security and safety in
place.

All employees of the property must have prior
trained knowledge to treat a guest well and also to
cater to any custom needs of a guest with utmost
politeness. 

How we'd like things done?

PLEASE NOTE:
In case these basic protocols aren’t met on a day to day
basis, it will hamper the scope of your business as well
as ours! So we request you to cooperate with us while
building and helping each other.
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